GAZA’S HUMANITARIANISM PROBLEM
ILANA FELDMAN
This essay explores the possible negative consequences of identifying
the current situation in Gaza primarily as a humanitarian problem.
Scholarship on the complicated effects of humanitarian action in general, the early history of humanitarian intervention in the lives of
Palestinians, and the current politics of aid in Gaza all underscore
these problems. The essay reflects on several aspects of what can be
called the “humanitarianism problem” in Gaza by considering both
how humanitarianism is sometimes deployed as a strategy for frustrating Palestinian aspirations and the often unintended political effects
of the most well-intentioned humanitarian interventions.
WRITING ABOUT THE ISRAELI military attacks on Gaza in January 2009, Avi Shlaim
noted that the “undeclared aim [of the war] is to ensure that the Palestinians in Gaza are seen by the world simply as a humanitarian problem
and thus to derail their struggle for independence and statehood.”1 How
is it that humanitarianism could play a role in obstructing Palestinian statehood? Why might identifying the situation in Gaza as a “humanitarian problem” prove to have deleterious political effects? At first blush, this claim
might seem surprising, even unlikely. After all, humanitarianism is widely
understood as doing good, representing the capacity of human beings to
care about and to respond to “distant suffering.”2 As the growing literature
on humanitarianism makes clear, however, the effects of such interventions
and identifications are far more complicated than a call to concern might
suggest.
There is no doubt that there are urgent and still unmet needs in Gaza. According to the weekly situation reports issued by the UN Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) in the aftermath of the Israeli offensive, the
most urgent needs included the opening of the crossings into the Strip to permit
access for humanitarian personnel and supplies; the provision of goods such
as “spare parts and fuel for the power plant, hospitals and water and sewage
treatment facilities; cement, sand and other construction materials to rebuild
destroyed schools, hospitals, clinics and homes”; and an infusion of cash, which
is “urgently needed to reactivate the private sector and prevent increasing dependence on aid.”3 Gaza’s current humanitarian demands are clearly enormous,
but even before the Israeli incursion, Gazans were suffering from what a group
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of international aid agencies called a “humanitarian implosion.”4 Since Hamas’s
victory in the Palestinian parliamentary elections in January 2006, Israel and
the international community have maintained a blockade of the Gaza Strip that
only tightened after Hamas’s takeover of Gaza in June 2007.5
Estimates of the costs of rebuilding Gaza hover around $2 billion.6 On 29
January, the United Nations launched a $613-million appeal for crisis response,
anticipating another appeal for longer-term needs to be launched later.7 Even
as he was reluctant to comment much on Operation Cast Lead itself, President
Barack Obama responded to this appeal by authorizing the quick release of
$20 million to assist Palestinians suffering the effects of the war.8 Talk of rebuilding began almost as soon as Israeli forces pulled back from Gaza; so did
political struggles for the control of aid money.9 Most foreign donors, including Arab states, wanted funds for Gaza to bypass Hamas and to be channeled
through Fatah and the Ramallah branch of the Palestinian Authority instead.10
As Hamas is the effective government in Gaza, it is unclear how this will be
accomplished.
The current politics of aid in Gaza underscores some of the potential dangers inherent in humanitarianism. In exploring the effects of characterizing
the situation as a humanitarian problem, this essay is not intended as a critique
of humanitarian agencies working on the ground, whose personnel strive tirelessly in the face of great danger and hardship to fulfill their missions.11 Its
purpose, rather, is to raise questions about how we define the best strategies
for acting in response to the situation. As such, this essay intends to be suggestive rather than comprehensive in its accounting of Gaza’s humanitarian
landscape. To this end, it reflects on several aspects of what can be called the
“humanitarianism problem” in Gaza by considering both how humanitarianism
is sometimes deployed as a strategy for frustrating Palestinian aspirations and
the often unintended political effects of the most well-intentioned humanitarian interventions.
I draw on the rich scholarship on the international humanitarian order to
situate the Palestinian case within the broader landscape of humanitarian action. While the Palestinian case is often said to be exceptional, it is in fact
intrinsically connected to this wider field. This case is distinguished by the
long and extensive UN involvement in both the political fate of Palestine and
the humanitarian condition of Palestinians. Indeed, humanitarianism, most often pursued under UN auspices, could be said to be one of the most consistent aspects of Palestinian life since the displacement and dispossession of
most of the population in the 1948 war, known to Palestinians as the Nakba
(catastrophe). This essay looks back to the first humanitarian efforts in Gaza
after 1948 as a comparative example that confirms the complicated effects
of such efforts. Evaluating the current humanitarian condition demands that
we not only identify suffering and need—the first humanitarian impulse—
but also carefully consider the impact of particular forms of evaluation and
intervention.
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IDENTIFYING CAUSES AND VICTIMS
Evaluating humanitarian effects requires identifying humanitarian action.
One challenge in this regard is that there exists neither a single definition of
humanitarianism nor an agreed upon form of intervention or area of jurisdiction. Rather, humanitarianism is a field defined by debate: should it address
the political causes of “disaster,” or limit itself to addressing its effects? Should
it focus only on alleviating immediate suffering, or undertake development
projects that might have more structural impact? Should humanitarian actors
consider the use of force to support their missions, or must they reject an alliance with militarism as antithetical to their ethic? Each of these questions is
very much alive. Broadly speaking, humanitarianism can describe a variety of
interventions: from the delivery of food and medical care to the development
of industry and education. It derives from several sources, compassionate concern and legal obligation chief among them. Humanitarian compassion is often
based in religious traditions of charity, but it can also spring from secular claims
to a common humanity. The evolving area of International Humanitarian Law
(IHL) governing conduct in war and the treatment of occupied territories and
peoples provides the normative basis for humanitarian obligations.12
Irrespective of the differences that exist among the people and agencies
who define their work as humanitarian, all such action requires identifying
the situations which demand intervention. Every year, Médecins Sans Frontieres/Doctors without Borders (MSF) publishes a list of what it calls the “top
ten most underreported humanitarian crises.” The purpose of this list is to
direct public attention to—and therefore encourage action on—tragedies that
may not have received much media attention (an absence that is itself a political phenomenon).13 Naming causes and identifying victims is crucial to what
Didier Fassin calls humanitarianism’s “politics of life,”14 underscoring a point
that is often lost in the heated debates about whether humanitarianism should
be political. Whatever its intent, and however carefully delimited its mandate,
humanitarianism always has political effects.
Among what Fiona Terry calls the “paradoxes of humanitarian action” and
David Kennedy describes as the “dark sides of virtue”15 are the possibilities
that humanitarian intervention may prolong conflicts that cause the suffering
it seeks to alleviate; that principles of neutrality and confidentiality may impede
calling perpetrators to account; that, in serving as gateways to assistance, procedures of refugee identification and registration may also impose restrictions
on victims’ actions; and that the need to mobilize international compassion to
support humanitarian endeavors may involve some degree of exploitation of
people’s suffering.16 Thinking about the effects of humanitarian naming and
action on “causes” and “victims” respectively provides one way to explore this
very complicated terrain.
The possibility that humanitarian intervention can impede resolving “the situation” is of great concern to humanitarian actors.17 Few humanitarian agencies would consider it within their purview to work actively toward such a
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resolution, and indeed most see their recusal from involvement in political
processes as crucial to their ability to accomplish their goals. At the same
time, they hope that carving out a “humanitarian space” within which they
can protect lives and alleviate suffering will provide local actors with the political space in which to conclude conflicts and adjudicate responsibility. That
warring parties may use the breathing room—or even the services—that humanitarianism provides to extend their campaigns is a source of great anguish
for these agencies.18
Humanitarian action’s impact on recipients of aid can be equally contradictory. By reducing people to their victim status—in part by requiring them
to appear as exemplary victims and not political actors in order to receive
recognition of their suffering, and in part as a byproduct of exigencies of aid
delivery that restrict their capacities to act in other ways19 —humanitarianism
can contribute to the production of what Miriam Ticktin terms a “limited
humanity.”20 Humanitarian agencies depend heavily on donations from governments, foundations, and individuals, and on the mobilization of compassion.
The global circulation of images of suffering becomes a necessity for “transforming emotion into donations.”21 At the same time, there are ways in which
humanitarian action, without meaning to, can serve as a space from which
people can act politically and can provide a language to press such claims.
Limit and possibility are linked in humanitarianism’s effects on those it seeks to
help.

POST-NAKBA HUMANITARIANISM IN GAZA
Conditions in Gaza have gotten steadily worse since the start of the second
intifada in 2000, deteriorating at an accelerated pace since 2006 and reaching
a new nadir in the recent Israeli military assault on the territory. As new levels
of depredation are reached, the situation has regularly been described as the
Strip’s most profound humanitarian crisis since 1948.22 Given that the Nakba
serves as the ever-present comparison, it is helpful to look back at the humanitarian response to this earlier moment and its complicated effects on Palestinian
life and community. This brief discussion draws on ethnographic and archival
research conducted over the last ten years on these early humanitarian efforts,
and seeks to understand the ways in which the aid regime that developed after
1948 shaped social relations, political community, and civic values in Gaza.23
This research confirms that however narrowly humanitarian agencies may seek
to define their missions, however carefully they adhere to humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality, and independence, the effects of such aid are
widespread and long-lasting. The assumption that aid agencies’ nonpolitical
approach will have no political impact is a fallacy.
The Nakba created serious political and humanitarian problems in Gaza and
in other areas where Palestinians fled in the course of the war over the establishment of Israel. The international response to this situation addressed the latter.
The UN, recognizing both the crisis and the responsibility of the international
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community to do something about it, responded first by commissioning organizations like the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the
American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) to provide assistance to refugees,
and later by establishing the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refuges
(UNRWA) to deliver this aid.24 When UNRWA was created in 1950, its mission
was to provide relief and other assistance to Palestinians who had lost their
land and livelihoods, had been displaced from their homes, were in need of
assistance, and resided in places close to historic Palestine (Jordan, Lebanon,
and Syria) or in areas of Palestine that did not become part of Israel (the West
Bank and Gaza).
Sixty years after this initial intervention, Gazans continue to reflect on the
effects of humanitarian relief, often expressing very mixed feelings about
receiving UN aid at all. Abu Salim, a refugee from Majdal
(now the Israeli city of Ashqelon) whom I interviewed
Gazans continue to
during my field research, recalled the advice he had
reflect on the effects of
received from an American relief worker at the time:
humanitarian relief sixty
“This food you eat from UNRWA—I want to tell you
years later, often
something, but do not say that I told you: if you reexpressing very mixed
ject the provisions and do not eat, then twenty people
feelings about receiving UN
will die because of hunger, and then they will take you
aid at all.
back soon to your original homes.” Abu Salim went on
to comment, “But we did not have that awareness. If we told people to do
that, they would refuse.”25 Palestinians in Gaza and elsewhere identified relief
as a right (a recognition of international responsibility for their plight) but at
the same time worried that availing themselves of that right might hinder their
realization of fundamental political rights, particularly their right to return to
their homes. There is no easy answer to the political dilemmas produced by
humanitarianism—not in 1948 and not now.
All Palestinian refugees shared the anguish and anxiety of the Nakba experience, and most ultimately came under UNRWA jurisdiction, but each space of
refuge had its own particularities. The Gaza Strip, which came under Egyptian
administration after 1948, was not part of any existing sovereign state. (Conversely, the West Bank was incorporated into Jordan from 1948–67.) Gaza’s
provisional borders were defined by the 1949 armistice agreement between
Israel and Egypt. Its entire population was Palestinian; the prewar population
of about 80,000 increased by 300 percent with the influx of 250,000 refugees
from cities and villages to the north and east of Gaza. All of these factors shaped
initial relief projects in Gaza, most of which involved efforts to consolidate and
negotiate the new categories of “refugee” and “native” as the dominant population and socioeconomic distinctions in Gaza. Those who qualified as refugees
received UN aid; those who did not, including those who remained in their
own houses but who had lost their lands and livelihoods, were not eligible for
this assistance.
In circumstances where much of the native population had lost its land
(which now lay on the other side of the border of what had become Israel), even
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if they had not been displaced from their homes, the creation of operational
distinctions among the post-Nakba population of the Gaza Strip—distinctions
that were necessary to fit both the emerging postwar international humanitarian order and the specific UN mandate for aid to Palestinian refugees—clashed
with the humanitarian impulse to assist all who were in need. Aid workers in
Gaza were indeed often anguished by the constraints on their capacity to give
aid.26 Eventually native Gazans’ acute need for help was met in other ways: the
Egyptian government and organizations like CARE provided aid, and a small
number of native Gazans made their way onto the ration rolls, either through
fraudulent registrations or through the category of “Gaza poor.”27 As I have
detailed elsewhere, the effects of these population distinctions extended far
beyond matters of material assistance. One effect was to help establish the
categories “refugee” and “native” as crucial social and political markers of difference within the community.28 People in Gaza interacted and continue to
interact through these categories and to make claims about national values and
political positions in relation to them.
The early humanitarian experience in Gaza confirms that operational categories of aid—along with the mechanisms through which such aid is disbursed, such as refugee camps and rations—have social and political significance beyond the realm of the humanitarian order. As such, these categories form the materials out of which people identify themselves and
their communities and through which they speak to each other and to the
broader international community.29 Humanitarianism does not wholly shut
down politics; rather, it helps shape a political field of identity and action in ways that are not within the control of either relief workers or aid
recipients.
Thinking about the effects on Gaza of the first relief projects can help clarify
some of the stakes of the current humanitarian response. Both 1948 and 2009
are entirely man-made disasters: the first the result of war and Israel’s refusal to
allow refugees to return to their homes, and the second the result of both the
recent Israeli military assault and the ongoing blockade of the territory as part
of a strategy to depose the Hamas-led government. Humanitarianism is not an
arena well-suited for pursuing accountability. Its cause is the redress of “suffering,” not the crafting of political and military strategies to halt the actions and
structures that produce this suffering. The humanitarian assistance provided
to displaced and dispossessed Palestinians in Gaza and elsewhere did not bring
them any closer to their primary goal: to return to their homes. It did, however,
have significant effects. Chief among these was the consolidation of the category of “refugee” as a means of humanitarian intervention and distinction, and
the creation of the identity and experience of the refugee as a crucial element
in Palestinian politics. Responses to Gaza’s current crisis will undoubtedly give
rise to new products of humanitarian intervention. What these products will
be is not entirely predictable, but we need to think about the possibilities as
we evaluate current efforts.
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HUMANITARIANISM AS OCCUPATION STRATEGY
There is considerable debate among Palestinians about the meaning and
impact of both UN aid to refugees and the newer NGO-based development
initiatives in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Some ascribe sinister motives to
humanitarian interventions. As one Gazan commented to me, echoing beliefs
I heard from others as well:
Western imperialism made us beggars in order to remain weak
and stop fighting Israel. Was it really out of pity for the Palestinian people? No, there was an aim behind this. What was
this aim? That the Palestinian forget his homeland since he
takes the flour sack.30
As I have suggested, humanitarianism need not be cynically deployed to have
negative effects, but given how frequently humanitarianism has been utilized
as a tool in struggles against Palestinian political aspirations, this feature of the
Palestinian experience with humanitarianism must be noted as well. Although
I have drawn attention to Israeli uses of humanitarian language, it should be
remembered—as the Gazan I quoted above suggested—that it is not only Israel
that has been complicit in consolidating and deploying this discourse.31
Since its 1967 occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, Israel has simultaneously claimed and disavowed a humanitarian relationship to the occupied
Palestinian population by presenting itself as being motivated by humanitarian
compassion even as it rejects the idea that it has any clearly defined humanitarian obligations. It is, in part, the indeterminacies in humanitarianism itself
that enable such an apparently contradictory stance. As Lisa Hajjar notes, Israel rejected the claim that it had any legal responsibility to the Palestinian
population under the Fourth Geneva Convention from the outset of the occupation, while also affirming that it would nonetheless “respect its ‘humanitarian
provisions’.”32 What it understood these provisions to be was left strategically
undefined. Although this idiosyncratic stance was not accepted by the ICRC
or by much of the international community, little has ever been done to compel Israel to comply with the provisions of international law. Israel’s unilateral
withdrawal from Gaza in 2005 was, in part, the latest twist in this long-running
disavowal of an occupier’s responsibility.33
Israel’s framing of its policies in the occupied territories as “enlightened
occupation”34 (which was no longer tenable after the outbreak of the first
intifada in 1987) was part and parcel of its deployment of the language of
humanitarianism.35 Not only was it hoped that by making economic and social conditions bearable Palestinian political demands might be defused; the
language of humanitarianism provided cover for policies that directly worked
against those demands. Policies such as moving people out of refugee camps
in the Gaza Strip into new neighborhoods were pursued as part of a declared
“‘humanitarian’ policy of urban renewal and health development”36 but were
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understood by Palestinians to be part of an attempt to dissolve refugee status. The first intifada (which began in Gaza) was seen, in part, as a refusal of
the Palestinian population to acquiesce to the position that their problem was
primarily of a humanitarian nature. Indeed, one of the great successes of the
uprising was the increasingly widespread recognition that Palestinians had legitimate political claims, not just humanitarian needs. Unfortunately, the Oslo
Accord and the Palestinian Authority it gave rise to proved to be weak vehicles
for the achievement of these political goals.
Since the beginning of second intifada in 2000, humanitarian language
has reassumed its central place in Israeli discourse about its relationship to
Palestinians—paired, of course, with a language of belligerency and danger
centered on “enemies,” “enemy territories,” “terrorists,” and so on. As part of
its efforts to contain the intifada and then to punish the population for electing Hamas, Israel increased the intensity of its closure of Gaza. All the while,
Israeli officials continue to insist that they are concerned with the welfare
of the population. In 2006, then–Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, while denying
that there was a humanitarian crisis in Gaza, averred
that despite its sanctions against Gaza, “we wouldn’t
As international
allow one baby to suffer one night because of a lack of
agencies have tried to step
dialysis.”37 Similar language was heard during and after
up assistance to Gaza in
Operation Cast Lead, with Defense Minister Ehud Barak
the aftermath of the war,
stating in the midst of the attack that Israel was “mindful
they have run up against
of the humanitarian situation in Gaza and will continue
the limits of Israel’s
to do our best to facilitate humanitarian solutions on the
definition of
ground in cooperation with international humanitarian
“humanitarian.”
bodies.”38 Not only did Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni deny
that the war caused a humanitarian crisis, she even seemed to suggest it had
improved Gazans’ living conditions: “There is no humanitarian crisis in the
Strip. . . . The crossings are open, more than it [sic] used to be before the
military operation.”39
As international agencies have tried to step up assistance to Gaza in the
aftermath of the war, they have run up against the limits of Israel’s definition
of “humanitarian.” Food and medicine have gone in, but supplies to rebuild
destroyed homes remain restricted.40 As Israel’s minister of welfare and social
affairs indicated about these limits: “We are studying it . . . the exact mechanism
hasn’t been devised yet. . . . Israel helps fully on the humanitarian issue. Thereafter it’s a red line.”41 Israel’s repeated insistence that it will meet humanitarian
needs helps produce a circular logic. Anything that Israel allows into Gaza is,
by virtue of that permission, humanitarian; anything that it bars—whether cement for rebuilding or spare parts for power plants—is ipso facto declared to
have political significance.42 It is in part the very power of the humanitarian
claim that makes possible a political strategy of focusing international attention
on concern rather than obligation, of identifying only the most basic goods as
humanitarian necessities, and thereby restricting the political, economic, and
social opportunities available to Palestinians in Gaza.43 To see how this works,
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however, one has to turn not to the use of humanitarian language for political
purposes but to the incidental political effects of the “heart of humanitarian
activity.”44

CRISIS AND THE “NEW NORMAL”
Humanitarian agencies use a variety of strategies to mobilize compassion—
to generate both attention and donation—including highlighting “crisis” as
a cause for immediate action. The language of crisis can be very effective
for the mission of generating attention. There are other consequences of this
language, however—one being that the attention it generates is often fleeting.
With its focus on the newly catastrophic, crisis response can have the effect
of narrowing the range of things that are considered necessary to address. Not
that other, more systemic issues are described as unimportant, but they begin
to appear as second-order matters. The repeated invocation of crisis, while
certainly warranted, also has the effect of making the last bad situation the
new benchmark for “normal.”45
The normalcy effect is evident both in news reports about conditions in
Gaza (which, even as they describe the enormous destruction, often speak
of a “return to normalcy”46 ) and in accounts by humanitarian agencies which
use comparisons with conditions prior to the war to illuminate the levels of
destruction. The powerful March 2008 “Humanitarian Implosion” report cited
earlier, for instance, stated that at that time, 80 percent of the Gazan population was dependent on humanitarian aid, while in 2006 that number was 63
percent. As the purpose of the report was to highlight the crisis produced by
Israeli restrictions imposed on Gaza after Hamas’ election victory, this frame of
reference makes sense, but it has the troubling side effect of revising the definition of “normal” for Gazans. Aid agencies are aware of these possible effects,
and some try to call attention to how bad things have been on either side of the
latest crisis benchmark. For instance, in the midst of the war, American Near
East Refugee Aid (ANERA) produced (and later updated) a fact sheet entitled
“Gaza Statistics Before and After the Bombardment” that made clear just how
bad things were before.47 Such efforts to highlight the absence of normalcy in
Gaza before 27 December are important, but they fail to counteract the overall
narrowing effect of crisis language.
If crisis has the effect of lowering the floor for “normal” conditions, another
effect of crisis language is the loss of history. The “Humanitarian Implosion”
report stated that: “In September 2000, some 24,000 Palestinians crossed out
of Gaza every day to work in Israel. Today that number is zero.”48 What the
report did not say is that the 2000 figure was itself significantly lower than
the number that worked inside Israel before the first intifada (70,000) or than
the number before Israel’s first implementation of the closure policy in 1991
(45,000–50,000).49 Departing from the “partial integration”50 of Palestinians
into the Israeli economy as laborers and consumers, which was the strategy
for the first twenty years of occupation, the policy in recent years has been to
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replace Palestinian labor with imported foreign workers and thereby to render
the Palestinian population “surplus humanity”51 —irrelevant to Israel except as
either enemies or potential objects of humanitarian concern.
While this longer time frame and broader analysis is crucial for understanding economic conditions in Gaza, it does not fit easily into the clarion call of
crisis. A nearly twenty-year process of labor displacement is exactly that: a political process rather than just a moment of crisis. This strategic transformation
in labor conditions to meet political goals is beyond the scope of humanitarian
reporting, but it is vital to understand. In the wake of Israel’s 2005 “disengagement” from Gaza and its assertion that it no longer occupies the Strip, this
process of rendering Gazans “distant”—people whose suffering could evoke
compassion, but not obligation—has become official Israeli policy.

EXEMPLARY VICTIMS
If crisis is the condition for humanitarian intervention, victims are its targets.
Humanitarianism relies on the identification of vulnerability to determine who
needs assistance and to compel people to donate to this assistance. In doing
this kind of identification work, though, it also introduces new sorts of vulnerability, as the victim category is a relatively narrow one. People risk losing
their identification as victims—and therefore their position as proper objects
of compassion—if they do not appear “innocent” enough, or if they otherwise
do not conform to the narrative demands of this category.52 As with many features of humanitarian discourse, the power of the claim and its limiting effects
are intrinsically linked.
Reporting on the aftermath of the Israeli offensive, MSF highlighted the evaluation by Gazan medical personnel in its employ that “every inhabitant of the
Gaza Strip, without exception, has suffered in this war.”53 This statement was
echoed by other humanitarian organizations that called attention to the fact
that the entire population of Gaza fits the victim category. Similar calls to universal victim status were made in the post-1948 period, when AFSC volunteers
insisted that “it is becoming increasingly difficult to make a legitimate distinction on the basis of food need as between the refugees and the inhabitants of
the area,”54 and that “all Arabs with their homes in Palestine were destitute
and proper subjects for public assistance.”55 In 1948, efforts to expand relief
eligibility were hindered by the institutional requirements of the emerging aid
regime.
In the current situation, the assertion of universal victimhood may also fail,
but on slightly different grounds. If the important thing in the post-1948 period was sorting people according to bureaucratic and legalistic taxonomies,
current responses to suffering in Gaza have focused more on the question
of being “proper” victims. Humanitarian compassion seems increasingly reserved for those who only suffer but do not act. In the eyes of many, Gazans
disqualified themselves from the victim category when they elected Hamas
in 2006 and then continued to respect the results of that election despite an
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international blockade designed to compel a change of heart. The power of
victim identification is also its peril.

HUMANITARIAN SPACE AND THE ISOLATION OF GAZA
Different forms of intervention into human life require different approaches
to space and place. For development projects in the post–World War II era,
the key space has been the national entity (and by extension its national economy), even though such boundaries may not be the most relevant to understanding the conditions in which people live.56 The language of human rights
references a global space, the realm of the “international community” and institutions such as the International Criminal Court and the United Nations,
that would—organizationally at least—remove people from the specificities of
their locales for the purposes of protection.57 Two sorts of space are key for
humanitarianism: the space of crisis (as described above), which precedes and
motivates the intervention; and the humanitarian space, which both is produced by humanitarian actors and makes their work possible. The idea of this
humanitarian space—a space apart from conflict, a zone that permits the delivery of assistance—has been crucial to the work of these organizations. The
experience during Operation Cast Lead in Gaza, when the three-hour daily
halt to firing and the establishment of a humanitarian corridor were repeatedly
violated, underscores how fragile this space can be.
Aid agencies insist on the importance of this humanitarian space for their
effective operations and decry intrusions into this space. But they also understand that this space is limited. For many, part of the purpose of the carving
out this humanitarian space is precisely to create greater opportunities for
actors who occupy the “political space” to set about the work of imagining
solutions to problems and structural transformations of conditions.58 Even as
humanitarian agencies understand the humanitarian space in operational (and
limited) terms, its discursive effects are arguably much broader. In the public
imaginary it may become a descriptive rather than an operational category. As
such, it connotes not a space of action, but a place of living—a place populated
by “humanitarian subjects” who (as described above) either live as “proper”
victims or are unworthy of concern.
Thus, the idea of the humanitarian space can have the unwitting effecting of
contributing to the separation and fragmentation of social and political spaces.
Even so, the primary cause of Gaza’s isolation has been neither humanitarian
description nor humanitarian action. Rather, isolation is the direct result of
Israeli policies of closure and surveillance (starting most clearly under the Oslo
Accord and more acutely during the second intifada, but with earlier roots as
well) and has been further exacerbated by Palestinian politics. Gaza is isolated
in two respects: most Gazans and the goods they produce cannot get out,
whether to the West Bank or the outside world, while most other people,
whether Palestinians living elsewhere or foreigners, cannot get in. A crucial
exception to this lack of movement is the capacity of the Israeli military to get
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in to Gaza at any time and from any direction. Israeli closure policy renders
Gaza a qualitatively different sort of humanitarian space: it has become a space
where, aside from military actors, the only people who can be there are those
who are part of a humanitarian operation, whether as victims or as aid workers.
In this sense, it is not only Gaza as a space, but Gazans as a people, that can be
further isolated by the humanitarian frame.

WHAT NEXT FOR GAZA?
Repeated humanitarian crises entail repeated rebuilding. Whether as development aid during the Oslo years or as humanitarian assistance in response
to repeated IDF assaults during the last eight years, huge amounts of money
have been spent reconstructing the same buildings, homes, infrastructure, and
roads in Gaza. As long as foreign donors continue to bear these costs, there
is no financial penalty for repetitive destruction. In the aftermath of January’s
operation, talk has turned once again to the “reconstruction process.” The question that dominates discussions between international donors, Israel, and the
West Bank branch of the Palestinian Authority is how to rebuild Gaza without
strengthening Hamas. As Israeli spokesperson Mark Regev put it: “We want to
make sure that the rehabilitation of Gaza doesn’t turn into the rehabilitation
of Hamas.”59 His comments were closely echoed by Saeb Erekat, a Fatah negotiator: “No money will be sent to Gaza before an agreed upon government
will be formed.”60 The United States shares this attitude. Responding to reports
that the Obama administration plans to provide $900 million for the rebuilding
effort, an administration official told the New York Times that “none of the
money will go to Hamas; it will be funneled through NGOs and UN groups.”61
Responding to these discussions, commentator Nicola Nasser has described
the rebuilding process as “the latest siege weapon.”62 Challenging all the
parties involved, Nasser argues that: “the urgent humanitarian mission has
been politicized, whereas it should remain above the political fray between
Palestinians, Arab, foreign powers, and everyone else whose voices are loud
enough to drown out the appeals of those in need. There is nothing to debate about humanitarian aid.” While Nasser is exactly right about the terms
of humanitarianism—it is meant to be nonpolitical and nonnegotiable—his
argument also confirms the limits of this demand. Even as aid organizations are
careful to remain neutral and nonpolitical, their ability to motivate humanitarian attention and resources is always embedded in broader political, legal, and
moral conditions. Not everybody in a crisis situation will receive compassion or
be deemed a “proper” victim. Ignoring the inevitable politics of humanitarian
aid and recognition will not make it go away.
It is vital to understand both that there have been self-conscious and ongoing efforts to “ensure that the Palestinians in Gaza are seen by the world
simply as a humanitarian problem,”63 and that the most noble humanitarian
efforts can unwittingly impede political resolution. As long as Palestinians are
dependent on the compassion of others, they are also vulnerable to the perils
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of being denied that compassion. The humanitarian position is a precarious
one. As soon as people express a more robust sense of themselves as social
and political actors, they run the risk of losing their categorization as “exemplary” and “proper” victims and thus of falling outside the frame through which
humanitarianism can understand and assist them.
So what is the answer for Gaza? This essay does not argue that the work
of humanitarian agencies should stop, or that concerned people should stop
demanding the delivery of aid. Such assistance is clearly vital. What I am suggesting is that Palestinians and those who are concerned about their fate should
seek other frames, legal and political as well as moral, through which to analyze the situation and intervene in the ongoing cycle of destruction followed
by delivery of aid. Gaza’s humanitarian crisis must be seen as a symptom of a
political situation—a result of occupation—and any discussion of humanitarian
aid should be accompanied by such analysis.
Efforts by the recipients of aid to change the meaning and effects of relief should be supported as well. The Palestinians’ earliest experiences with
humanitarianism demonstrate that refugees (and not only political leaders)
have refused to accept intervention only on its own terms. Palestinians have
sought in various ways to make this central facet of their experience part of
their political lives. The lessons of this history should not be lost now, as humanitarian needs have once again spiked to emergency levels. Recognition
that Palestinians have legitimate political demands and not just humanitarian
needs should not be lost in the face of yet another emergency. What is the
best mechanism for pressing those demands needs to be carefully debated
among Palestinians. Not all forms of politics are equally effective, or indeed
equally valid, but the right not just to (bare) life, but to political life, should be
imperative.
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